III. Complete Lemmatization
Goal: given a spreadsheet of words in a text, complete the lemmatization of the text
Tool: Excel or equivalent
Input required: spreadsheet generated by the Bridge Lemmatization Tool
Output: spreadsheet with all words lemmatized, ready for for processing into Bridge
DIRECTIONS
Step 1: open vocabulary spreadsheet. Unambiguous forms are already lemmatized. Ambiguous
forms are marked with an error message
For known lemmas, dictionary entries and definitions have been automatically been filled.
Figure: Vocabulary Spreadsheet After Preparation

Step 2: Lemmatizing Ambiguous Forms
Lemmatizing requires you to add the correct TITLE to the TITLE Column (C). A TITLE is either a
Known Lemma or an Unknown Lemma. First we will discuss Known Lemmas, then how to
handle Unknown Lemmas.
At the start you'll need to find the correct TITLEs in the DICTIONARY sheet. When you
start typing in a cell in Column C, possibilities will be suggested if that TITLE already
appears in the LEMMATA-TEXT sheet. After a little while you'll have a sense of what
form a TITLE may take and the process can move quite quickly.
Note that TITLES follow a standard orthography and format:
• TITLES are always ALL-CAPS
• u's are v's; j’s are i’s; e.g., the TITLE for “abjuro” is ABIVRO.
• homonyms are distinguished by /1, /2, etc.
• There are a few other suffixes to distinguish homonyms: e.g., /N for proper names; /A
for proper adjectives.
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If a word is already in the vocabulary dataset…
As soon as the correct TITLE is added to Column C, the principle parts, basic, and
extended definitions will fill the DCC, DISPLAY LEMMA, SHORTDEF, and LONGDEF
columns respectively. For example, as soon as you enter FAMVLVS/1 for famulus (the
5th word in the sample text), the rest of the information is filled in automatically.

When you add a known TITLE to Column C, it will be repeated in Column B (CHECK).
This confirms that the TITLE is a Known Lemma.
Note: The DCC, DISPLAY LEMMA, SHORTDEF, or LONGDEF fields in the LEMMATA-TEXT
spreadsheet should never be changed by hand.
If information is missing… add the information to the
DICTIONARY sheet, not the LEMMATA-TEXT sheet.
For example, in the sample text HISTORIA is a Known
Lemma but lacks principle parts and definitions. You should
add those definitions in the DICTIONARY sheet.
Once you add the information tot he DICTIONARY sheet it will appear on the LEMMATATEXT sheet and we can import it into the main database in due course. Then every other
instance of HISTORIA in the text will automatically receive the same information.
If information is incorrect… (e.g. an incorrect dictionary entry or definition), please
note it and pass it on to Bret Mulligan. Do not correct by hand on either the LEMMATATEXT or DICTIONARY sheets. This information will not be imported into the master
database and will be lost.
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If the word is not already in the vocabulary dataset…
For example, in our sample text, ecclesiasticam (the 13th word of the text) is not in the
database. It will have to be added.

The assignment of new TITLEs must be done by the database administrator. But you
should suggest a working TITLE, e.g., ECCLESIASTICVS.
Mark this suggestion with three pound signs (###), e.g. ###ECCLESIASTICVS.
Note that the CHECK column still shows an error. This confirms that the TITLE is not
already in the database.

###ECCLESIASTICVS

You should then add the title with the pound signs to the bottom of the DICTIONARY
sheet.

###ECCLESIASTICVS

You should then add the dictionary entry and definitions to Columns B, C, and D. All of
this will be gathered by the database, be available on the Bridge, and so will allow for the
creation of accurate running lists.

###ECCLESIASTICVS

When you return to LEMMATA-TEXT, the information will appear next to the new lemma.

###ECCL

###ECCLESIASTICVS

STEP 3: Adding LOCALDEFs
LOCALDEFs are the definitions that will appear in the running lists for your commentary.
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